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About This Game

Battle head-to-head for control of the galaxies in this frantic multiplayer action game straight out of a 1980s space anime! Blast
shots, dodge energy beams, and deflect projectiles as you race your tram into the opposing team's base! Grab the capsule to

capture the galaxy before your enemy captures theirs!

Test your skills with over 30 single player missions! Shoot targets, avoid projectiles, and race to the finish!

Features:
● 1 - 4 Players

● Fast-Paced Back-and-Forth Competitive Gameplay
● 8 Engaging Arenas

● Over 30 Challenging Single Player Missions

Indie Cade 2014 Official Selection
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This is one of my favorite games on Steam. If you like twin-stick shooters, this game is a must buy. The action, visuals,
controlling, and music are excellent. I like how the weapon is limited for the most part. The weapon generally has a short width
and short range. There are opportunites to upgrade the weapon, but only briefly. This keeps the game challenging. The only
thing missing is a way to earn extra lives, as far as I can tell. I just finished the waves mode. Maybe there can be an update to
add more waves. Endless mode is there, though, so that's fine. Please buy this game and support this fine developer!. The game
is still in a incomplete Alpha stage, not all features are in yet.
I have so far only tried this game solo, so my experience so far is limited to that.
But i did fool a bit around with the game, crafted some equipment, harvested some resources and ate some shrooms that
mutated me :)

https://youtu.be/Cce1cmz226k. Super fun.

GlaDOS type disembodied voice is instantly a favorite gaming character. ("Engines Blazing" makes me giggle every time)

Scale of 1 to 10, this game gets a hit of LSD and stares at the screen for hours.

Would play again. Fast shipping. Flashbacks optional.. Uhmm.....

The interface is pretty ugly.... The notation board is much to big and ugly and you cant change it in size and everything else ..
And its counting in the wrong way.... Move 5...4...3...2...1.... thats really disturbing -_-
You cant even see the full notation after a game, only look the replay.... There should be a possibility to download a pgn file or
at least the the full notation...
. Thief Bank Heist: The length of this can vary from half an hour to couple of hours based on ur gameplay & exploring interests.
Well you have to break in the bank dodging camera & enemies hiding in dark & loot a valuable object in a huge vault with
higher security then any other level in tha game.
If u want a full thief experience I recommend you to buy this on sale at 90% off which hardly costs anything. You'll have a fun
time.

Personal score: 7\/10. Controller doesn't work. This game is really fun!
But a word for the devs, I like the small map where we can see every part of the city, but i don't like the big map. It's okay, but
you cannot see much of what you employ.. ing brilliant, if you want an awesome jump'n'run game, then this is for you. It has
everything you need in an jump'n'run game, clunky controls and ♥♥♥♥♥♥ hitboxes and with that comes an artificial
difficulty. It's a simple formular sadly it doesn't work for me, maybe it's just me. Why? I have this weird point of view, for
example the controls should work fluid in a platformer.. -Quick Review-
Altitude is 2D-Indie-"flight simulator" developed in 2009 by Nimbly Games, the game implements different playable craft,
different game modes, and fairly basic controls. (up, down, throttle down, throttle up, pew A, Pew B)
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 -Detailed breakdown review-
 Story: There isn't really a story, this game is basically a 2D-indie-MOBA.

 Game Play: As I said earlier, the controls are very simple, but it does take into account gravity, firing arc, and several other
aspects that makes the strategies far more complex. For example, if you're flying higher than your opponent/target, you can dip
lower and fly faster because of descending altitude (puns, ha!).
Unfortunately because Altitude is a MOBA, the game relies heavily upon other players. (This is the key downside to the game for
achievement hunters; or people who want to unlock new aircraft) There are usually a few servers that are up with people playing,
but for the most part the community has been shrunk down to a nearly-non-existent-size.

 Achievements: There are three achievement categories: 1) Get tons of kills with this plane without death, 2) Get tons of kills
overall 3) Do this training mission. Many of the planes you need for achievements aren't unlocked until you rank higher, adding
to the difficulty of getting the achievements, with the prerequisite of "ranking up first". With less words: It'll take a lot of time,
and unless you're playing with friends the achievements are a skip.

 Price: Altitude is Free to Play, so there's not much excuse to not trying it... Unless you're a normal steam gamer, and have
hundreds or millions of games in your steam library... in that case... yes, that's a good excuse. But if you're cursed by financial
limitations like the person writing this review, then free games are nice! :P

 Conclusion: Since the game is free... you are probably only looking through the reviews to see funny comments. There's a
good chance you won't even see this one; since there are those crazy guys who have 500-1,000+hours in the game who reviewed
it when the community was still strong.
Still, I enjoyed playing it, and it deserves to be recognized as a fun indie game. This game will appeal to most people who enjoy
other Indie games, but the people who enjoy MOBA's and flight mechanics will get the biggest kick out of the game.. Makes
cooperation an enjoyable experience.. Not frustrating whatsoever. A nice idea; while not perfectly realised, still a worthy title. :)
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Makers milked it for all its worth, left the moment they got some money. I payed 22 cents and still feel ripped off. Everyone
else who paid $15 for a dead game with no multiplayer... :claugh: HA. Fantastic game, but I want the red panda before I can say
its my favorite zoo game. I am impressed with how many additions and patches are going for this game and look forward to its
future and hopefully to red pandas.. Imagine playing QWOP with your left hand (except QWASZX) and Super Meat Boy with
your right hand.

That's pretty much it in a nutshell. Right hand is traditional platformer (with lots of traps). Very much like a less-frenetic Super
Meat Boy, although some levels

Left hand controls a robot arm. There are three joints on the robot arm. You control each joint with one combination of keys.
(QW, AS, and ZX). One key rotates clockwise, the other counter-clockwise. (The robot stays completely stationary if you aren't
hitting a key, so there's none of QWOP's floppiness to compensate for. It's *usually* fairly forgiving other than "er, that's not
the piece moving I meant to.")

The robot arm has a sphere at the end. Sphere cannot touch a wall or traps or it breaks. Sphere is the only part of the robot that
interacts with anything - this means the platformer dude can jump on top of the sphere.

So: you control two characters, one per hand. You're going to be operating them and needing to coordinate, although with the
exception of a small number of levels, you don't have to do them simultaneously.

This is really innovative and your brain gets kinda tingly playing it, because sometimes, your brain is fighting itself.

A lot of the challenge (outside Super Meat Boy style traps) is translating rotating pieces into horizontal movement. The last time
I played something that made my brain (enjoyably) struggle to coordinate like this was when I used to play Audiosurf's dual-
joystick mode (each joystick controlled a separate ninja mono vehicle, and you had to dodge totally separate targets with both
joysticks).

Far as negatives, I'd call out a few levels that require pixel perfect precision. They flat out just aren't fun. The vast majority of
the levels feel challenging but ultimately fair, and as you play them numerous times, you start building muscle memory, making
it easier. Then there are levels where the timing has to be so ridiculously precise that spamming the jump button with one hand
and using another hand to hit left\/right is the ONLY way you can get past a trap, because you have like .2 seconds to spare.
Thankfully, these levels are fairly rare. But they are REALLY annoying, and not the good kind of "ahhhh so close" kind of
annoying, but the "this makes me want to quit" kind. I've got 5 levels left I haven't beaten, and I'd say so far, there've been 3 or 4
levels (out of ~35 I've played) that felt this way.

The other negative is that some levels require you to navigate a huge number of traps, and there are no checkpoints. When
you've played a level 30 times and have the first set of traps down, dying on the 2nd set of traps and having to redo the first set
(even though you can beat it 90% of the time once you have enough practice on that level) ultimately gets REALLY tedious.
These are more common than the ones where timing is extremely stringent, but they aren't frequent enough to make me want to
rage quit.

Seriously, though. The level I'm stuck on requires you to move the arm, jump on the ball, jump between 6 platforms with low
ceiling, so if your timing is off, you fall into a trap. Then you jump back along those 6 platforms to where you started. This
sequence is actually not that difficult. But doing it over and over again gets really annoying, because the next section is
EXTREMELY hard and doing that easy part again and again and again is so damn annoying. And then, assuming you beat the
easy section (and run back), and the hard section, then do the hard section in reverse, then drop down a hole, and do another
(thankfully not as hard) section of traps, then maneuver the robot down to the goal.

Anyhow, the game is cheap, it's innovative, it's fun, and it's a bit brain-burny-yet-twitchy-platformer action. Easy buy
recommendation.. I think it is good but their peasants are just bad because why would u have peasant mob. I have already
reached level 7!

I have gone from "zone" and I can say that this game is pleasantly surprising me. What I like the most is seeing how the result
changes with the same resources, depending on the choice and placement of towers.
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PRO:
- The music is spectacular. Really well above average and what you would expect in an Indie product.
- The level design has something that hooks. In each mission you get "surprises" the first time you play. The first screens have
not been difficult for me, then it gets complicated.
- The story is a bit bizarre but it is entertaining and I have even laughed with some comment. Hubey is the best!
- The designs are curious, a mixture of pixelArt and Comic that merge quite well in the game.

CONS:
- I had a problem with the full screen. In case someone has problems I leave the link to the solution: 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/1059420\/discussions\/0\/1815422173043782140\/

Summary:
If you like tower defense, this is an Indie product very entertaining and well priced. I recommend it.. A cool free experiment.

Would have been nice if Abe took a little longer to build the tension.
For a free tech demo it's very cool.
. This game is nothing like their description. No one playing multiplayer. Controls are horrible. Feels like ice skating in space on
a car hood.

Here is some gameplay.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MzOF6Gxk-uE. Luxor games are good unless you purchase them from Steam. Steam
people know that the products they sell have problems when downloaded. Problems that are not related to the games themselves,
hence all the legalese absolving them fom fraud or false advertising. Don't purchase from Steam.. sorry. i wanted to like this
game.
i was hoping for a rougelike, seeing someone lose the game in the gameplay trailer...
but i was going to beat it on my first playthough and stopped playing. why?
it was challenging and stressful at first during the learning curve.
as soon as i learned how to play the game, it was incredibly easy.
the hardest part of the game was the math of trying to add and subtract a page of tenths, hundreths, and thousanths with no
subtotals whatsoever.
it's hard to be a strategy game when halfway through you say "f it" and stop worrying about your little economy.

took less than half an hour for me to play it with no audio.
tried to keep playing it windowed in the background...
sorry. its that bad.
. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buCuqRTd-MY&list=UU7_-PLIhjsEBwIQXqKxmNpA
Third Eye Crime tries to be a Stealth game, but ends up just being a puzzle pathing game. It grows more annoying than fun as
you make your way through the story, just finding what path to take not how to sneak around the levels, or being allowed to go
at your own pace. It has no stealth, for every map you are spotted with out chance and spend the rest of the time running away
from the enemies. Objects in the game that can help you are rare and of very little use. The story is decent but it does not
connect while playing the levels and the game suffers from any real depth.

Thanks for your time and viewership for more reviews be sure to check out the channel here 
http://www.youtube.com/user/SocioPyscho
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